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Dear EAA {\,'ember Sport av ation needs your help. !t"s never been neeriF:d as urgently as right now. We're
really couming on you to respond in a way that will dramatically affect the future of our
airspace. We've asked for help before but the stakes have never been so high and the
potential cunsequences of apathy have never been so threatening. Please take a few
minutes to ook over the information belovv and consider carefully what it would mean to
you. I'm sure you'lf agree that taking the time to write a response is essential.
Sincerely,
Paui H. Poberezny, Prnsic!ent
Experhwntal Aircraft Association

I
i

WHAT THE FJ:\A PROPOSES
White invoking safety as a cause and citing the San Diego mid-air collision as a stimulus,
the Federal Aviation Administration has issued a proposal calling for radical extensions of

Positive Cor:troi of U, S. airspace. Basically iheir plan calls for:
1. With c n operational directive FAA has added 80 new Terminal Radar Service Areas
(TRSA's) to the 86 that already exist. We have no recourse or appeal on this
2. In the first of two Notices of Proposed Rule Making, the FAA is asking for 44 new Terminal Control Areas (TCA ·s) in addition to the 21 that already exist. They are also
asking for a lowering of Positive Controlled Airspace to 10,000 feet east of the Mississippi and over most of California. The rest of the country would be limited to.
12.500 feet.
3. The third step will come in March when another flJPRM will be posted which would
require encoding altimeters and transponders lor all 166 TRSA's (making them
TCA's). As of 1982, all transponders would have to be replaced with new units capable
of answering collision radar in airlines. The worst part of this NPRM would, in the
words of the FAA: "include the establishment of in-route radar service areas below
10,000 l'eet in certain traffic areas around the country. They would function like TRSA's."

WHAT THIS MEANS TO YOU
If the FAA is successful, you wili either have to install expensive new equipment that
will have to be replaced in a few years or plan to go around large columns of space in 230
cities, and eventually, a number of airways that will undoubtedly increase as time goes
by. Under VF.R separation rules, when flying westbound in the eastern U. S. and over
California, your maximum altitude wifi be 8,500 feet. Over the rest of the country you'll be
limited to 12,500 westbound and 11,500 eastbound, unless you buy the electronics and
file. At the moment, use of TRSA's, or Stage Ill's is voluntary, but that will almost certainly
change and become mandatory. In effect the plan wouid also give FAA all the power they
need to achieve what now clearly appears to be their goal: total positive control of all U. S.
airspace.

WHY THE EAA OBJECTS
The Experimental Aircraft Association, relying on the expertise of pilots who use our
airspace on a regular basis, rejects the FAA proposal becEH1se 1) ir will not eliminate the
possibility of another San Diego crash, 2) it's simply another government expansion program that's going to become astronomically expensiv,:; and inflationary, 3) it will not
eliminate the fundamental need for pilots to see and be seen, 4) and it will not provide an
orderly flow of air traffic into and out of busy airports.
Though the FAA states it seeks to enhance safety with its plan, the EAA warns that in
some ways it will actually increase danger.
President Paul H. Poberezny notes: "I travel extensively on the airlines on EAA business, and frankly the FAA's plan frightens rne. They are not addressing the problem. They're
going in the opposite direction. They are taking more airspace from the user unnecessarily.
EAA is a strong proponent of aviation safety, but we are opposed to unnecessary restrictions when there are better methods of providing safety without retarding the growth of
aviation."
IN OTf-!ER WORDS:
FAA's plan reportedly seeks to enhance safety by means of increasing 'he amount of
controlled airspace, which has the effect of inhibiting the growth of aviat.ion.
EAA offers an alternative plan which goes further in promoting safety, yet preserves a
maximum of uncontrolled airspace and allows for aviation growth.

EAA HAS A BETTER PLAN
Briefly stated, the EAA suggests that FAA:
1. Restructure the present Terminal Control Areas to ciimbidescent corridors.
2. Create "Reliever·· airports in major cities with full facilities for handling General Aviation
and training flights.
·
3. Develop alternate facilities for General Aviation activities at hub airports.
4. Revise FAA ce tification standards to significantly increase airliner cockpit visibility.
5. Preserve the "see and be seen" concept.

WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT?
WRITE! If you are opposed, send in a personal response to the FAA's Notice of Proposed
Rule Making that calls for the 44 new TCA's and lowering of positive controlled airspace
to 10,000 feet.
Begin the letter this way:
1. Federal Aviation Administration
Office of the Chief Counsel
Attention Rules Docket ATC-24
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591
Regarding.· NPRM Docket Number 18605
Notice Number 78-19

2. Express your opposition to the plan by explaining how it will affect you and offer your
own suggestior,s for improvement. Or if you like, simply state that you agree with EAA's
objections to the FAA plan, that you endorse the EAA's concepts and hope FAA will
listen to a cumplete explanation. The important thing is: do it now! We only have until
March 5 to respond to the NPRM.
3. Then write a personal letter to your Conyressional representatives. Refer to the NPRM
and its numbers. Ask for an explanation of the FAA proposal and evidence of how it
could have prevented the San Diego crash. If it's agreeable. stress the fact that EAA
has 2 better plan, one that truly will enhance safety and provide more sensible air traffic
control. Insist that the EAA be heard out. Use this address:
Honorable (Representative)
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

f-lonorable (Senator)
Senate Office Bwlding
Washington, D.C. 20470

Please be advised that petitions and vulgarity have no value.
4. Take this form with you and encourage relatives and friends to write aiso.
NEED MORE INFORMATION? Contact:
Experimental Aircraft Association Airspace Action Plan
P. 0. Box 229
/
414-425-4860
Hales Comers, WI 53130

CHARL!S PENRY' 214/352-9955
214/827-2357
DICK CAVIN
214/351-4604

CURENCE WAY

WRITE TODAY!
ON THE
PROPOSED "CONTROLLED VISUAL FLIGHT" RULES
RULES DOCKET (AGC-24)
DOCKET NO. 18605

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
Federal Aviation Administration
Office of the Chief Counsel
Attn: Rules Docket (AGC-24), Docket 18605
800 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, D.C. 20591
(Send your comments in duplicate)

(Your Representative)
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
House Aviation Subcommittee
Rm. 2165 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Glen Anderson - Chairman

DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
Brock Adams
Sec. of Dept. of Transportation
400 7th Street SW
Washington, D.C. 20591

House Public Works & Trans. Subcommittee
Rm. 2165 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Harold Johnson, Chairman

CONGRESS
(Your Senator)
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

House Gov' t. Activities & Trans. Subcommittee
B350 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
John L. Burton - Chairman

Senate, Commerce, Science & Transportation Comm.
Rm. 5202 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
NV - Chairman
Cannon
Magnuson, WA
Long
LA
Hollings , SC
Inouye
, HI
Stevenson, IL
Packwood, OR
Goldwater, AZ
Schmitt
NM
Warner
• VA

House Transportation Subcommittee
2358 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Robert Duncan - Chairman
THE PRESIDENT
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
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E.a.A. CHAPTER 16B
FROM YOUR PRESI0F,NT:
This evening get out an Aeronautical Gnact of the Dallas Metroplex
Area., Draw in a 70 Nautical Mile diameter circle. ~:he airspace ar,ea included in this circle will be approximately tnat Bi'fc,ct::d by b'ederal Aviation Administration NPRH Rules '.Jocket 18605. Now you can ,,bsel'.'1re a controlled airspace area which. includes most of your visi tir,g ai.,·ports a,1d bases for 3-eneral Aviation and Sport Aviation flight activity, 'J:°0!14,'.f '\!IE .WST:

- READ -- REACT -

SPOND·-

FOR AN OVERWHELMING RF.ACTION IN OPPOSITION TO THIS F,A.A. NPRM,
EACH OF US IS OBLIGATED TO AN EXPRESSION OJ!' DISAPPROVAL IN WRITING TO THE FAA,
ANT) TO OUR ELECTED U, S. REPRESENTATIVES AND SF..NATOHS. Th::.s is our only means
to nulify the FAA flight safety concept which mas lei-id to &n eventual Tota.l!,y
Controlled Airs~ with Federal Air Regulations I:ossi d,,· generated by a
"Crisis Manl3..frement Philcsnhy." Chapter 18?' at Austi.n ha,; already written 100
letters as a~portion of t,he approximately
received. at the f'AA Washington
Headquarters. We are on our way to bette:-.percentage per member. REACT
AND RESPOND by :nailing your lette1:s toctay.
Our February issue of HANGAR ECHOES Gontinues to be a fine example
of cooperative effort. Editor Dick Gavin's usual mos'G informative copy was
tra.'1scribed by Mary Austin in one day to meet our pl'j. nting deadline. Excellent R.V3 Project Photographs are those ta.ken and processed by Bud Calley,
Graphics and layout excell.ence by D-0n Brookshier. Mail Labels sorted by Zip
Code, Lew Nixon, Most important, Covers by ~ill Boehle - Dallas Design. Most
important - Printing by V.P. Clarence Way. 'I'no Aircraft Riveting Data Sheets
have also been reprinted at tne request of many of our new members. Our thanks
and appreciation to AVIATION MECHANICS JOURNAL publisher James Kost and Edi tor
Dale Hurst .for permission to reprifft their article A WORK OUT IN SHEET MErAL
from their July 1978 issue. Also, many ·chanks to CAN,AHAN t:JMEBUIL'l' AIRCRAFT
magazine Editor Lawrence Adams and Jackie Malden for .repri.:1t permission of the
article A WORLD SPEED RECORD which appeared in Volume 2 No. 5, 1978. Both of
these informative magazines are worthy of your subscription consideration a.s
exceptional references to supplement your Sport 1'.viation Piles.
Beginning this month ECHOES will contain a National, Regional, State
and Metroplex Area COMING EVENl'Slisting. Keep V.P. Gl~E.~ce Waif. informed by
supplying supplementary information you may obtain as an a.id in up-dating.

MEETING NOTES:
FEATURJ';D SPEP.KEl! - Member, Bel a Ambrus, Engine Specialist, J'S
AIRCHA~"T, Subje<:J_!: ENCHJ\i'E o-1/ERHAUL & REPAIR

1.979 BOARD M:EMEErl. NOMINATIONS - Commi t·tee Chaix'lllan, Pete Ohlson,
will conduct a Nominating Session for a five member Directors slate.
Election Voting will ba conducted during the 27 March Meeting. The
new Board will become functional on 1 April 1979 in accordance with
the current Chapter By-Laws.
~PINS! A five minute documentary color film is to be shown. This
presenta,tion is a chronological review of th·s NASA General Aviation
Research ProgrclJll utilizing a Grumman Americt1,n Y-ankee test aircraft,
radio controlled models and the Langley Spin 'I'u:-mel.
THE 27 FEBRUAR:f 1979 MK!<.'TING (ALWAYS THE FOURT''i T\JESDAY Ol!, EA.CH MONTH)
WILL BE HELD IN THE USUAL PLACE, SKYLINE RECIIBl!,TIOrI CENTER, STA3.TING
AT 07: }O PM, CHURCH STR?.Er & WHITE ROCK THAI1 :)RIVE, BRING YOUR
WIFE A..1\fD/OR GUESTS -· THEY AR}~ ALWAYS WELCCM}';;. HOPE 'l'O SEE YDU ALL
THERE FOR A MOST INFORMATIVE, ENJ:ERTAINING & EDUCA'.l'IONAL !.IBETING.

Chs.rl.es Penry

HANGAR ECHOES
February, 1978
E.A.A. CHAPTER 168
FROM THE PROGRAM CHAIRMAN
Tuesday, February 27, 1979 - Regular Meeting
We are fortunate in our Chapter, being located in the DFW metroplex,
to have access to experts in every area of aircraft construction and
maintenance. Many small chapters throughout the country rely on "how
to" books and Sport Aviation to guide them through the learning process
necessary to our Hobby. The topic for our February 27 meeting is
engines. Bela Ambrus with J's Aircraft has agreed to come back and
share his expertise with us. He will be talking to us about "Engine
Overhauls for the Do-It-Yourselfer." The care and maintenance of aircraft engines is something common to all of us (except hang gliders)
so I'm sure you won't want to miss this program.
FLY-IN MARCH 31, 1979
Mark your calendar for March 31, 1979! This will be our first fly-in for
the year. This is to be a joint fly-in with Chapter 34, to be held at
the Cleburne airport. Bar-B-Q will be catered at $3.50 per plate. Make
plans now to attend. We will need a count on those planning to attend.
A poll will be taken sometime the week before the fly-in for. the benefit
of the folks preparing the food. This is to be a fun, social type affair,
a good opportunity to get acquainted with the folks from Chapter 34. (This
fly-in has been reported to be on a later date. It was changed to March 31
because Chapter 34 had planned their Annual Fly-in for April 15, since
April 15 falls on Easter Sunday, they wanted to change the joint fly-in
so they could have their Annual on April 28. Your program chairman
failed to get everyone notified in time).
Calendar of Events
A new item for Hangar Echoes is a calendar of events. This will be updated monthly. Your help in keeping the editorial staff notified of
events and dates to be included on this list is solicited.
February Meeting:
Skyline Recreation Center
Church Street and White Rock Trail
February 27, 1979, 7:30 P.M.
Come and bring a guest!
,')
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Clarence Way

E.A.A. CHAPTER 168
Calendar of Events
March 31, Saturday

Chapter 168/Chapter 34 Joint Fly-in at
Cleburne, Texas

March 31, Saturday

Greater Houston, Chapter 12 Fly-in at The
Wagon Wheel Skyranch, 6 mi. west of Alvin
on the HOU 195 degree radial. (Formerly
Coyle Airport).

April 14, Saturday

Southwest Regional Fly-in director's meeting,
Grand Prairie Airport at 11:00 A.M. All are
welcome to attend. Call Errol Jansen.

·April 28, Saturday

Chapter 34 Annual Fly-in at Grand Prairie
Airport.

May 5, Saturday

Chapter 59, Waco Fly-in at McGregor Airport.

May 11, 12

Chapter 34, Six Flags Mall display.

May 20, Sunday

Chapter 34 Dallas Ft. Worth Air Show at
Arlington Airport.

June 9/10 Sat/Sun

Chapter 218, Heart of the Ozarks Fly-in
Springfield, Municiple Airport, North Ramp.

June 16, Saturday

Chapter 35, San Antonio Fly-in at Zuehl Field.

July 28-Aug 4

Oshkosh

September 14/16

Kerrville, Southwest Regional Fly-in and
Airshow, contact Dave Beckett, (512) 653-4710.

11

79, 27th Annual.
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HANGAR ECHOES
Editor

DICK CAVIN
10529 Somerton
Dallas, Texas 75229
214/351-4604
February 1979
1979 started off with a bang for Chapter 168. Our January
meeting was attended by well over 150 enthusiasts and in
spite of an additional 50 chairs that were added to our original 100 there still several people that had to stand.
·rhe star attraction for our 1st meeting of '79 was the Zenair
team of CH~IS HEI1TZ and RED MOR~ISS, who put on a superb progr~m.
R'~D ~nd CW~!S 3.rri ved late ~tonday afternoon in B.SD 'S record bre8.kin~ ~ri-Z Zenith and we got the bird all bedded rtown for the evening

after all the local Zenith builders from near and far had had their
chance to sit in it, wiggle the controls, open and close the canouy,
~tc. ]her~ was one small fly in ointment however. The Tri-Z arrivnd
'1t '\ddison with an obvious oj l leak of some magnitude.
'I'he cowlh,£;
w~s unbuttoned and off in a few mo~ents, but a quick look didn't
disclose th~ source of the leak.
I,8.ter that evenin~ CHARLOTTE and JIM PA'l1 TERSON had an open hous':-' for

local Zeni th builders and a few friends in a generous "get 8-Cqv-=ii.:.Yh":>d"
gesture to the visitors from Canada, CHRIS and q~o were most imDressed with qu~lity of JIM'S craftmanship on the Barracuda. JIM'S r?manufac.tured I0-540 Lycomins was als,, on display in his garaP;e ::1nd
this big, beautiful en~ine was obviously his pride gnd joy. Pe w~s
especially 1nxious for CHqrs to see the engine, as it was rebuilt by
the 3 :::c.'\. group in France. 'fhere seemed 1;0 be some confusion as to
the color codin~ on the cylinders. but this was soon cl3rified.(\t
lea3t that's all I'm permitted to say about it).
'rhe "blizzard" blew in the next morning and poor CH:US r:rnd :'(': 1) spent

a cold and miserable day trying to find and correct the oil leak
nroblem. 'l'he leak was on the accessory case at the rear of the en~ine and the ~asket around the left mag was first thought to be the
culprit. ·rhf-' back end of the engine is a maze of oil :\incs, cablss,
wires, etc. ~nd all areas have to be inspected by a small mirror so
it's a painful and blind operation. It took a half day to replace the
~a~ and ~asket and ~nother half day to give the fuel pump the same
treatm~nt. ~o soap. It still leaked. Ry then it was time to quit
and ~et ready to ~o to the mePting.
1.
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ievertheless, the Zenith

builders had a field day going over

every square inch of the airplane. asking questions of CHRIS and
11i.:o by the dozens, and just generally admiring the airplane$ and
sitting back and doing a little dreaming probably. BILL KOEPP
spent the entire day and was obviously radiating new enthusiasm
for the Zeni th. MIKS •~ILI\.\D 8.lso spent most of the day there,
JIM WARD has his Tri-Z plans and he, too, was on hand mentally
photographing every detail for the future use when he sta son
his project. MARK GRAHAM and hED M.~SKjust recr~ived their 'I1 ri-Z
kit about a week ago. so what more opportune time could there.be
for the airplane to be there in person? They, too, were soaking in
several hours worth of details. JOHN REEVES is another plans holder. just on the verge of sending for a kit, so here again was the
golden oppo ... ~~ 1ni ty to thoroughly familiarize himself with all details shown on the plans. BOB CLARK, our trusty photographer, has
a set of Zenith plans. and business kept him away from eyeballing
the airplane, but he was on deck for the meeting, all ears and eyes
for CHRIS' lecture.
1

I managed to bombard CHRIS with a couple of hundred quAstions, too,
naturally. I knew that CHRIS had designed his own airfuil several
years ago. I also had noticed a marked resemblance to NASA'S new
GAW-1 and 2 series and CHRIS confirmed the similarity of shape and
performance. He firmly believes in keeping stall sT;eeds below 60 rnph.
and dictates his wing philosophy. He's now looking into the slight
drooping of ailerons (when the FOWLER type flaps are extended) for
that reason. Both flaps and ailerons are fairly wide chord for good
control response and effectiveness.
I was curious as to how the leading edge tanks were installed. Simple.
There are removable panels on the bottom side of the leading edges.
Handy for inspection or repair if needed, too.
I was glad to see c:rqrs go to a sliding canopy, The previous canopy hinged on the side and was flopped ovPr for entry. \'his not
only restricts entry opening, but also is a safety hazard in flite,
should it come open thru careless or poor latching. · ,JACK \fli'f~HROP
nearly lost my RV-1 once when the canopy came open in flite and
flopped over. ~his spoils a lot of lift above one wing and generates
a strong rolling moment. rwo Varieze accidents have been attributed
to canopies opening accidentally, also,
I asked CHqIS if he formed his own canopies. He said he did at first.
but as the rate of rejects was so high he farmed it out. ~'he canopies
are ''blown", just as a bubble is blown. This accounts for the semicircular cross section. which is a bit less desirable, as it puts
the maximum canopy height in the center of the fuselage where the
occupants heads "aren't". The T-18 for example uses an 80% second
degree curve for canopy shape, which gives maximum height over the
occupants heads, but this shape can't be free blown. It requires the
construction of an accurate female mold, with the plexiglas vacuum
formed to 3hape. Vacuum requirements are beyond the average homebuilder's capability. so canopies are usually purchase:}, Drape forming over & male mold is an alternative, but is usually subject to
2.

considrable distortion.

I found1-RED'S canopy quite close to my headr but I am long from
the waist up. ~sn~s seats are jacked up some, too, since he.is
well under 6 ft. Visibility from the Zenith Tri-Z ~s exceptional-almost helic8pter-like, since there is no roll bar in the forward
visual field (it's behind).
Cockpit entry arj 2xit is easy. You
a low step over the side.
Getting up a~ ths wing for that step is_from the fromt side only.
'l'his mear:::, t11at the prop cannot be tur··u ng for complete safety, so
this is s::-, ·,m~su8.l feature. "l7he early Navions did this also. Another auxiliary step is needed, as the step up to the wing is too
high for comfort.
The clamshell cowling consists of upper and lower halves and is·
quickly rem8ved or installed with a minimum.of DZUZ_fasten!rs,
giving quic1; ~nd complete access to the engine for inspection and
maintenance. '::'hat should be a "must" on ':ill ai.rplanes. Some factory builts (i.e. Cessna's ) require ~emov~ng u~p~een PK screws.to
get the cowling off, hence the pre-flight 1nspect1on of the engine
comnartment vi; the oil filler door is a farce. It's a "cheapie"
com~romise with ~afety and I feel such cowls should never have been
approved by tl--:R ;'\ \ in the first plr1ce.
For the sake of simplicity and economy no prop shaft extension is
used. This compromises orop efficiency to some extent, but most
factory builts and homebuilts go this route. so the trade off seems
to be acceptable.
I asked CHR 2 if his ribs were hydro-pressed and was surprised to
learn that a..l.l v;2r2 hand formed. He uses 6061 •r-6 ( alloy and temper),
primarily f~r cost and availability. 2024 T-J is about a third
stronger in tAnsion, but since ribs are loaded in compression there's
not that much reason to use 2024 T-). He uses the "crimp" method rib
forming, wh~r? excess metal on the outer edge 0f the flange (that was
generated b:l st:.~ ,tching over the form block) L, taken up by crimping
between riv~t locations. In the last few years this method of forming has bec:,rr:c tha acce oted standard for homebuilders, as it is so
simple, tro~bls ~rae, cheaper. and so quick to do.
0

CHRI3 gave an excellent blackboard talk on rib forming and other details of the Zenith construction. He detailed the sequence of "skinning" the wing and control surfaces and went into detail explaining
the distinct superiority of Avex blind rivets over the common "POP"
rivet. Hls airplane is designed to be built 100% with blind rivets.
This eliminates the need for a compressor, rivet gun, bucking bars,etc.
Also, perhaps even more important. it eliminates the need for someone
else to randle the bucking bar, which can sometimes be a problem.
The Avex blind f'J.u.sh rivets used in the wing are

very pleasing to
the.eye and are very hard to tell from an AN solid rivet. They don't
leave a cha1~acteristic hole to be filled, ,:=>.son the "POP'S".

J.

REu 's airulane now :cas C'':r 400 hrs. on it and I carefu.liy went over it

for ~ny evidence of 10os2nin~ (paint cracking around the rivet) and
I could see none 011 either the wing or fuselage. Ditto the control
surfaces. too. I do know that POPS will eventually loosen under
contin~ •i stre2s, ati ~~P steel shank will gradually deform the softer
aluminum
skin. . Blind
,
I rivets are much more costly~ than AN rivets.
'rhey 0ell for $22.00 1000, or a bit over 2¢ each, while an AN rivet
goes for a ,:tiny fr3.ction of a penny each.
I think a f'::'.'P8.t many ::.-w buildf"rs are gravitating towards metal construction thru thP ,f;c."'t2 of people like CH1US. 'Phe use of blind
rivets has unde~ial~y
been a big factor in giving the newcomers an
assurance t'r·0:1 t it isn't too difficult for him to tackle.
CBRIS gave :,,, "'Y:?llent talk of about 10 minutes, exploring the,
mysteries H~J vir~ues of metal construction
general and the ~enith
in particul·· ::.', rr,"' bui 1 t quite a case for m1c:,tal vs, wood, hib0 a:::- rag.
or composi tn C(F''.':!tr:,ction. Of course he didn't bring esthetics or
performance i:to hi2 disaourse, thus sidesteppi~g ruffled feathers
of devotees c,f "::-'\rieze builcler::;, etc. I tnd to maTvel at CH~IJ'
ability to . •;;t u.n and gj ve such a t2.lk in a "f orP. i gn" language, th::i. t
he never fo,·,,,,.,lJ y studied.
( Fe was raised by German parents, t~1 ·1t

spoke ?r~nch
get up

~r~

8:1:J :-;02a1':

German, in \lsacP-Lorraine). I'd hate to have to
i!"! ,4'renc:r. to a French 2)\A Chapter, wouldn't you?

CHRI3' film at' •1~s warehouse and fabrication facility was most interesting. Sq·1:311:r ir teresting was the film account of the "8 Day ~,~ ond,::r"
Zenith that was ~~ilt and test flown at OSH last year. RED'S film
of Zenith flyinr 1YJ.d grass roots airports of Canada was equally enjoyed by th0se presnnt. All in all it was a truly excellent meeting.
Early the next n~rning it was decided to let the pro's try to find
the oil lea:,, 3~; -1_h2>y wanted to get underway to Sun 'n Fun Fly-In
as quickly :, .~ DC: ;.i_ tle, so they taxied across the field to JOS G"tAGIN • s
RITEWAY AIR: -,-5_1 ',
3ure enough. Darryl; found the leak in very short
order. It : ~r,-,, 3 T i t to be a loose fitting on the oil line running to
0:

the oil pre,:

0

r·

;c:::,..t;.:'._ge.

So it was up and away for Lakeland by 10 AM.

Anyway, we :· c" -.'.F?IS and RED for coming our way and for preserting
one of the . · \r~ outstanding programs.
It would be nice if more of
the designer:: ~;r;J_L; visit the chapters and acquaint more Et'\A 'ers with
details of ~~~j~ d0sign. Perhaps we could try to get BURT RUTA1 to
come in and ~alk Qbout his very popular Varieze • As a matter of fact
we are goin,-- ~~o 1·,r::l• He's a busy young man, but maybe if he couldn't
spare the t>>" ;:-,,rJ:-,'.,;.ps he'd steer the "Juickie" people cur way.

~e are goin.~ to try to make every single month's program a top flite
orograrri, wi:' ·+ }, ,, 'Jroper blend of education. entertainment, and in¥ormation, ~--i3 y~~r. That's a tough order to fill so if you have
any id.,.·a~.• or can line up a special program, give our V.P. CLA~ENCE
~AY a call. We are limited as to what we can demonstrate in our auditorium. so we'll have to have most of our how-to-do-its at our "HOmebuilder's Days' at ~ddison, Airpark. etc. We'll have several of those
du~ing the coming year.
4,

We'll also have several fly-ins during the coming year. We hope to
have at least a couple in joint spon~orship with our sister Chapter 34,
The first of these joint fly-ins will be on_!pri1__28th at Cleburne.
Write that date and place it on your calender.
BOB NELSON, the new president of Chapter J4~ was a visitor at our
January meeting. Be told us that Chapter J4 would have their
annual fly-in at Grand Prarie on Aoril 15~b· That's just 2 weeks
before the joint fly-in. Bring the family, too,
Several other fly-ins will be scheduled this year at a variety of
sites. 'rhe fly-in committee will announce the dates and places as
quickly as they are finalized. Their first report will be at our
Fe brua r'y mee tir:g.
We have several "fly-outs" scheduled for warm weather months. We'll
be flying out to airports as far away as 100 miles, but most will be
much closer.
A lot of you have indicated (via our questionaire sheets) that you
would like to have lectures on engines as the basic program of some
chapter meetings, so we will shortly have DELA AMBRUS, of Jay's Aircraft, on board to spend the entire evening discussing light engine
overhaul 3nd installation. ~e will also have a program on auto engine
use ir: i.ircraft, which will feature DAVE BLAN'I'ON. a noted designer and
innova:~r, from ~ichita, Kansas. Now if you stay home to work on your
pro,ject or ·.vatch ,,,y on these chapter meeting nights you are depriving
yourself of some valuable knowledge that can be of real use to you-unless you are building a glider of course.
•
One of our vic,~'-'-·rs at the <January mr,et-. · -,'i,:-Y :-~~-:-:-·~·:{ i\LLEN, the new
president of the local INT'l AEROB~TIC CLU~'. a division of SAA).
KEITH is also a Braniff captain and is becoming a competitor to be
reckoned with in the aerobatic ranks, HE now has his 2nd Pitts,
which is also his Jrd sport airplane. He would like to encourage any
Chapter 168 members with an aerobatic yearn to also·attend the IAC
meetings and to become acquainted with the proper and safe ways to
approach aerobatics. They welcome visitors. of course.
RUSHr'W is j:.1.st ~1bout to get 11imself into some work again.
He now
has a new spinner, constant speed prop. and governor to put on his
Mustang II . Ir aidition to moving his battery well aft to compensate
for the added WPi~ht on the nose, he'll have to re-work his panel for
the prop co~trol. The governor mounts on the rear of the engine. where
there is now a t~nrled.jungle-like tangle of hoses. wires, and accessories. so JIV wjll have a considerable amount of work to do to make the
new installation.
<JI]!;~

You may bi;; 'YOl-:.·:;:r-3.r::g why JIM would be going to all that trouble and
expense.
r· 1~2 a!·;::wer .1.:01 a significant performance gain. BCB BUSHBY,
the Mustang :I d~sjgner recently installed a constant speed prop on
his Mustang I I. :~£; had compiled a set of figures for take off distance, take off ii2tance to clear a 50 ft. obstacle, rate of climb,
1

cruise speed, and landing distance, using a fixed
tch metal, and
constant speed prop. The results make it pretty plain why ~ooney,
Beech, Cessna, Piper and Bellanca put constant speed props on most
of their models. Here's what he found out:
?IX SD PI r·CH

Take off Distance

CONS 1'A!'J'T' 3PSED

550'

450'

900'

650'

'r/o

distance to
clear a 50' obstacle

RA'P"S OF CLIMB

1600 ft/ min.

2000 ft/min.

The KEN B~OCK CO. in Calif. has sold about 60 constant speed props
for T-18's the past year or so. They, too, found performance increases paralleling BUSHBY'3, 'rhe original impetus towards installinF, the c/s props was a result of some inflite failures of blades
of the highly pl tched metal props. JOHN 'i:'HORP and LU SUNDS~LA.ND
wrote an article about the very real dangers of using props of unknown or unverified vibratory characteristics. Wood props were relatively safe from the danger, but performance loss, coupl.ed with a
relatively high price, made them an unacceptable alternative to a
considerable number of builders. In-flite erosion by rain is another
minus for wood props, also. The c/s prop has been shown to be free of
vibratory blade failures and this, along with very positive performance gains, tipped the scales in favor of the c/s prop for many,
'he past couple of years a significant additional benefit has been
verified. 'Phe T-18"s with c/s props were cruising faster and burning less fuel than comparable aircraft! At today's gas prices the c/s
prop would pay for itself in a few hundred hours!
In addition it
would get off faster, climb faster, and cruise faster. It would also
be quieter and smoother. All in all, a pretty compelling set of reasons. (If you can live with the initial cost, that is).

'1

On the other side of the coin you are adding about 45 extra lbs., as
compared to a wood prop, or another 30 as compared to fixed pitch metal.
This frequently means a drastic relocation of the battery to balance
out the for-Nard ~ .G. shift. HUGH ,:;~,\lV/VF<'.1~ once told me he simply
carried a heavy tool box in his baggage compartment if he was flying
solo, If one has to add some weight aft that's a pretty darn good
way to do it. Kight as well have the weight in something useful. I
personally don't like the idea of adding ballast back at the tail
post. That magnif,ies the gyroscopic "flywheel" eff2ct of rotational
mass about the C.G. in a spin and could seriously affect spin recovery
characteristics. · N\34's recent study of spins_ in their wind tunnel
show mass distribution as the greatest single factor in spin recovery.
If you contemplate tip tanks or wing tanks on your bird, do a little
digging on the subject.
Scanning the last few issues of the DIJ IGNEE NE',1/SLE'r'TERS I note that
the list of homebuilt accidents continues to contain a lar~e oercentage
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that are due to engine stopnage. 1:'hese are preliminary reports
and only very sketchy details are given, so no definite conclusions
can be drawn as to specific causes. ~ow there are only 3 things that
will cause complete engine stoppage: fuel, ignition, or internal disintergration. Complete breakdown of' a dual ignition system is a very
remote possibility and internal failure doesn't happen all that often
either, so it would seem that some component of the fuel system is ~he
main problem. It's quite likely that the nreliminary report of engine
failure did not necessarily mean -9.omp.lete ~c'·Yi··~i '(' f!lil ire. 1:;;ven a partial failure can put one down in short ord~r. r can't help but wonder
if some homebuilders aren • t "skimping' on pow,_:,r- plants or at least in~d~4uately inspecting and testing their engines prior to flite. A
differenial compression test and visual examination via boroscope will
tell one a great deal. Oil pressure indication is still another sign
post.
One of these accidents was a Scorpion II helicopter.flown by B.J.
SCHRAMM, the deto igner. Serious injuries were reported.
'11 he NrrsB

just released their "Annual R
ew of Aircraft Accident Data"
for 1977r which showed that there were 1025 accidents (24% of the total)
that result~d from engine failure or malfunction. It also showed the
oilot as the cau2~ble factor in 89~ of the accidents. 411 of the
~ccidents occJrreJ during ~he approach and landing phase and 20~ during
take-off an:i Initial climb. It might be noted that general aviation
flew 36.6 million hours in 1978, If the average speed was 1)0 mph.
that's a lotta r::il;~s--- about 5 billion miles.

If you have noticed local newspaper reports of accidents i~ nur are~,
did you notice hlJ'N :nany of them take-off in the absolutely· worst
weather ima~inable, and an unbelievable number of those are at night 9
You say to yourself, "Only an absolute idiot would have taken off in
that weather last nite!''. Well, maybe that's not too inaccur3te at
that. 'rhey call ,\ unt Tillie and tell her. "We' 11 be comlng in Ol_!L_ ,
airplane the ~ite of Dec. 23rd and no matter if the ceiling is only
100 ft. for 500 miles around, come Dec. 2Jrd they'll get in their airplane and take-off. I guess their ego or pride won't let them cancel
the flite and go by commercial airlines or car. Just notice this
coming year aroui:1 :aster time, Memorial Day, deer season. Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc. how many of them will augur in.
Now, you kn-0w ani I know its not because they haven't been told-and
told-and tali. It's not because they haven't read and read and read
reports of s~ch accidents. They simply blind their mind to the possibility that it c:in haopen to them. I guess. Such people baffle r,1e. I
have noticed th~t when such people are offered advice on air s~f ty
that they b comG irritated, visibly bugged, an1 are nervously anxious
to terrninat1°, all such talk. rrhey take it as a ",·1ut down". I suppose.
l.Viaybe it's tLric t:·1e wives were educated to some r,1J the dangers,
Maybe
the weather summary phone recordings should come right out and say it
in plain ?.:nr·lish, so that non-pilots could know enough to say, "Pappy,
maybe you' r-~
dumb enough to gamble your life~ but the kids and I are
going by car." ;,,ay-be I shoudn' t let such people disturb me, but I do.
'rhey give p:ci v:i. te flying an undeserved black eye, they cause insurance
rates to be so high that most people can't afford coverage.
0

0

On another tack, have you seen the flyer the Rotorway aircraft has

out on their RW-100 power plant?

They tell about the development of

this new liquid cooled engine which they expect to deliver ab-out 100 hp.
at J000 rpm. \J'Jeight will be 165 lbs. without starter. It will burn
15% less fuel than an air cooled 0-200 Cont and will burn auto fuel.
They don't specify price. nor do they even speculate in that area, but
I've heard quite a few people guess it will cost a minimum of $JO per
horsepower. They really make it sound good, If you want a brochure
write RO'rOR \!JAY AIRCRAFT, INC,, 14805 S. Interstate 10, Tempe, Ariz.
85284, and ~sk them for their newsletter on the qW-100,
We mentione':. that any chapter members that renewed their chapter dues
by Dec. 15th would be eligible for the drawing on an aircraft instrument. BOBBY OSBO~N(see ad) very graciously donated a Turn and Bank
Indicat,r, which was won by GARY FRANKS.
He
o donated an adjustab?eVacuurn Re~ulator and this was won by J.H. FORTSON of Mexia. We
a puree iate y,.';iJ.r ;-,:enerosi ty, BOBBY.
I tal.irnd to ',1/lLL GfWMAT'ZKY, who has been building a Pazmany PL-2 for
quite awhile, ar_:i he is now completing his last sub-assembly on the
airplane and it's all down hill from here on in. He now has one huge
pile of PL-2 Darts and is just about to run out of storage room for
them, so~':ow
to start final assembly of all these-- sub-assemblie~.
I've seen S":v2r:-::1l of ;/\JILL' s parts over the years and the quality of work-

manship is

~~~e~~.

'I'h_~ PL-2

d~:-,~.,~r: was an outgrowth of the PL-1 design and is one of
fine, all m \:-1::. 'l,:si;z;ns available to EAA ers, It is well engineered and
plans are v~
r0~ blc. They are complete, down to detaili like the
electrical. tr:J. ke s:, ::: t- rr. . owl in;: :u-::d baffling. The design has been
built by va~~i ou~ foreign governments around the world, under license
arrangement:,; 'Ni t'1 "?AZ". ·rt has been used as a primary and acrobatic
trainer and has become quite a favorite in that respect.
0

We have seen sev2~ql outstanding examples of the PL-2 at OSH and
a few more new ones take to the air each year.
It's a good looking
airplane, with a tricycle gear, nice lookin~ canopy, and very respectable perfor~ancr or the low and high speed end.
I flew one at 03H
a. few years a 0 o ':'~rd was very plea. secl with it. I went out and rolled
it and loop~a it and spun it a tit and it was an honest, enjoyable
airplane to ~1y. I know that WILL will certainly enjoy his one of

these days.
Incidentall.:1, -!-:}-:"' .:lesigner has published two very fine books for
ama~>::J:.:irsi One Lo "Light Aircraft(metal) Construction". There are

several hun:ire::i pictures illustrating every step of the PL-2 design,
including an excellent treatise on the building of fiberglas molds
and parts. Both boaks are a complete education and that's part of
what EAA is about. I would recommend you EAA wives put a ribbon
around these for friend hubby's birthday or some other important
day like "~,'\A A:f'.~-SCIA'lION DAY IN EAS'I' TEXAS", etc.
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I

just talked to BOB GSREN and he and ELME~ 0

and the wives

~DQ

j~st got back from the ANNUAL BIG ANTIJUE FLY~IN at CA~A sqANDE.
Ariz0~a qnd the big Howard DGA came back with two first place
trophies. It was voted the "Best in Show" by the combined Calif. and
Ari~. Chapters and "Best Cabin Monoplane" 1n the Antiq,Je Division.
Both trod·,Jcs an~ we:11 deserved and it won out over a lot of fine
restorations that were present.
Perhaps some of you saw the 4 minute film report on NA3A'~ investigation
of snin characteristics of ]ight al
son Channel 5 the other
evening. CHAR~~y PENRY was able to get the film and we'll show it at
our Feb. meetin~.
~ur c~v0r ~tar this month 13 the RV-3, a s~perb sport plane desi~~ ty
'. -_1·Ir'. <._ -,~\.'.,.' G:~:.'
. ",,;. rrhr.,
R'l- l h~Cl 0 ''J')Y1 .t.,..l, ·rs+ D 7 8 °e <:• ·.,uer··a· 1 vpar"' c....,•.:i +,_, c··,•;•1·[
._ c1 .~-'•. ~~v-~
..,,
., ..,i:-:.,
,,...)
::r, the "Pazrnany :::ffi.ciency--Contest".
It has topped 207 rr.ph!
T't wou:d
•·almCJsi:" c;:JmpctE, with the Pitts in aerobat:cs, too.
It'r, an airplane
that fli~s exactly like it looks--beautiful !
~
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!~ s m::::,st of you know, 1 had the prototype e;f the gv: •· 3

( the f:..'l -1.) fer
s~veral years* before selling it last year to BILL KEARN3 and 1 thout::ht
it was an :1 bsol ute delight to fly,
rrha t is until l fl(-?W DT Cr( 's BY-3
at OSH. tl 1s RV -3 wtrnt about 20 mph faster and lande·i a wee bit s2..ower
than my RV-1 on the same engine, prop, win~. and ccwl.

We have one very active SV-3

µroject in our Chapter. that of

CHARLI!''. DCRi:n:;.
JtFW C'.lT~B also has a partially cor:-iplet"' :{''L: J wing
in the jig, r:.1.~ othE:c ,;:,_+·'~!"s havt~ slowed things down c·· late.

SHARLI= has turned out to be quite a writer, tea.
of his

~~v _:J

project,

\
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may saem like a
the airplane?"

smy

question to ask, but will you flt

by

Che. ,

L>

'.)orris

For several years Itoyed with the idea of building an airplane. I
wanted a Plane capable of good aerobatics, good cruise speed and a
fairly low stall speed, I needed the capability of getting in and
out of short grass strips. I dE~sired something easy to build for my
first project. I necde1 only one seat. and had no need for I~R gear.
(When I need such, I'lJ rent it). Finally, and most important, I had
to find an economical plane---one that would require minimum cash
to build, and one which would be inexnensive to fly and maintain.
(Relatively inexpensive at any rate),
In my search for the perfect airplan0, I re~i <~ometime in 1974) about
the RV-3, robe truthful, I did not believe the plane was really capable of what the article depicted it would do. As time went on, however,
I found more authors exclaiming the same virtues of this homebuilt.
For the next three or four years I kept the RV_=]- _, t. the top of my list.
along with such notables as the hiperbioe, be:,fed-up pL4a, clippedwing Taylorcraft and a few others. Playing around with the idea of
building an airplane, having never done so Por having e~er owned one,
,.c;ave me a prolonged vicarious thrill.

fhen, in th~ latter part of 1977, my
effect' T I
y 'cod of all thh; talk!
one of thos? airr.:-lanes 0 "
":tJelL" I
I could - - - " J ,-11 sure you can." she
on the road!"
It

·o

:

.:

wife(3ue) said something to the
JJhy don't you ,9-:et busy and build
said, "Because I---uh---well--1 E;UE'S:3

interrupted, "Let's get the- show

[\ bout a rnor; th and ~ half later I received a wing kit from Van• s l'd rcraft
in Beaverto~. Cregon.
The RV-3 is ,:n: a:l-met8.1 single-seat monowing taildragger,
It i:3 des:gned to accommodate engines from 85 to 150 horsepower with the following
basic specificsticns obtainable with a 125-horse Lycoming:
Ton Sneed
Cruise Speed
Stall Speed
Climb Speed
T/0 Roll

Lndg. Roll
Empty 'i/Jeight
Gross

Roll Rate

G-load

195
1 71

47
1900 f.p. m.

250 ft.
JOO ft.

695 lbs.
1050 lbs,
170 deg,/sec.
olus or minus

1 o.

6 (9 ultimate).

Delivery of my wing kit found me still searching for tools. I found
it difficult making decisions to buy this or that, simply because I
didn't know what it was I really needed. I had a fairly good set of
woodworking tools, but for metal I had zilch. I felt rather helpless.
For instance, when searching for a rivet set, dimpling tool, rivet
"gun", bucking bar and clecoes, my first hope was that I would be able
to recognize these items if I saw them.
However, with the help of Dick Cavin, Mac Cobb and "Al'' Alvarado, I
learned enough to select the appropriate toolsa No doubt about it,
it was a rather substantial investment. My earliest reaction to all
this was, "Now whEit have I gone and done! n Today, about a year later,
I feel secure in the knowledge that what I paid then is below wholesale
now.
So there I was, with a 11 that fancy equipment, trying to convince myself that, "Yesterday I couldn't even spell meddel wurker, and now I
~ one! 0
I started putting together a main spar first, on which there
are many rivets. Picking up the art(?) of good riveting did not come
overnight:, but eventually (yes, after having to replace several rivets)
I got to a point where I felt I knew what I was doing. Things proceeded
slowly, due primarily to being at the front end of the learning curve.
Another reason, which I presume is natural, was a tendency to be overlycautious and overly-preciseJ All of this seemed eventually to be overcome by a slow buildup of confidence which came from learning --- a
process which, in building a plane or anything else, results in skill.
(Hmmmm •••• seems like tomorrow I oughta become skilled).
I've brought up all this for one reason: Dick Cavin asked me to reflect
back upon things which were difficult --- things which would still be somewhat fresh on my mind, and which might be long-forgotten by more experienced plane builders. (It's a heckuva time to ask, Dick, but is that
what you meant?)
At any rate,(if I'm writin' in the wrong direction, ,it's too late now!),
looking back over the past year, a few other things seem worth mentioning:
If one has never riveted before, it would be wise to seek out someone who does and ask to be taught.
Practice riveting until it is discovered how easy it really is, at
which point you will probably have learned enough to start riveting
on the plane. However, as an added dimension to your knowledge, read
about riveting "do's'' and ''don't's" and recommended results from
available literature (some of which appeared not long ago in Hangar
Echoes). The EM puts out a 2-volume publication entitled, Building
the Custom Aircraft with Sheet Metal. L. Pazmany, famous for his
PL-1, PL-2 and PL-4, sells a manual entitled, Light Airplane Construction for Amateur Builders, in which riveting is fairly well covered.
Still another publication, available in the book store next to Airport
Flying School at Addison, is Standard Aircraft Handbook by Leavell
and Bungay. It has quite a bit of information on riveting.
11.

Study the plans for the airplane to a point where you (hopefully)
wi 11 not "pa int yourse 1f into a corner'', a predicament I've gotten
into several times.
At the earliest possible stage in the construction of the plan,
holler for the expertise of an EAA chapter designee. He (or she)
can point out many things, in all likelihood, which will be invaluable information. For instance, Francis Richardson showed
me how I should make my ••reliefs'' in certain areas where metal
is bent (like in curved flanges), pointed out a better (lower)
air pressure for me to try while riveting (my choice of an air
compressor was a bit of an overkill), emphasized the need for
me to thoroughly clean aluminum prior tn priming, pointed cut
a few rivets I).ot quite up to "spec'" and convinced me I would
fare better with a thinner coat of zinc chromate on my alurrinum.
His trained eyes picked out numerous other things I needed to
know, for which I'm grateful.
Check and recheck dimensions, especially where cutting is involved.
Realize that just about all mistakes, if discovered, can be corrected. I am thinking back to some I made on my first spar, in
which case I used the wrong "takeoff,. point from which I la id
out rivet holes along one entire flange strip. I was convinced
right then and there that I would have to scrap that spar! But
after a lot of stewin' and self-persecution, I called Dick VanGrunsven (the RV-3 designer) and told him of my stupidity. He then
told me where to place additional rivets, so that strength would
be maintained and so that I could attach my ribs without having
rivets in the way. It's all so simple~!
Adhere to minimum radius specs (found in the above-mentioned publications) on all metal bends. (Some of my steel parts, when magfluxed, showed excessive stress and had to be scrapped. One entire
weekend of work --- down the drain. It would have been real easy
to look up the minimum radii and form accordingly.
Seek out a get-together with someone who has just a year or so of
plane-building experience. Ironically, this person may quite likely
still be •'licking his woundsrr from blunders he can vividly pass along
to you. Some of the more seasoned plane-building veterans will possibly not recall some of the 1•hurdlesn which first-time builders will
encounter. From such counsel(?) one should be able to formulate
specific, meaningful questions which a more experienced builder
might shed a little light on.
I become more enthused with my new-found hobby the closer I get toward
completion. (Sure will be embarrassing if it never gets off the ground).
Not long ago I bought a used 135-horse Lycoming for my RV-3, and hopefully
I'll have it installed before summer. I've set aside my wings, which
lack final covering, and am about ready to start skinning my fuselage.
I have the canopy, engine mount, tail spring, wheel fairings and landing
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gear legs --- all of which I hope to have installed by the end of summero
Pm not one to maintain (or set, for that matter) a rigid time schedule
when I'm doing s.omething for fun, so it's hard to say just when I' 11
have my RV-3 ready to fly. I sort of sprinkle in a little plane building
with lot, of other activities, which seems to gi.ve renewed flavor to the
RV-3 project. It should be apparent that I would have a rough time
forecasting a completion date. I have not kept a record of hours spent
up to this point in time, which is probably just as well. It would probably scare me off of building my second airplane.
I chose an easy-to-build plane as my first project, and am not sorry inthe
least bit that I chose to build the RV-3. I ordered a fuselage kit after
the wing kit, and recommend this move (ordering kits) to anyone in my
position. Tracking down hundreds of items of appropriate quality in
small quantities to build a plane would have consumed hours upon hours
of my time --- especially when one considers that most of these items
would have gone unrecognized had I tripped over them on a cold night with
bare feet!
Just one more paragraph and I'll close 'er down. I don't want to "outwrite"
my welcome- I recently purchased a handsaw kit, and hope to have it in
operation this weekend. With an 18-inch throat and a speed reducer --- all
of which, including the motor, will add up to less than $200 --- I will
tackle future metal sawing with renewed vigor. This should put an end to
my tool acquisitions.

P.S.:

Anybody wanna sell me a small shear and a small metal-bending brake?
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Again we've had another fine story of the trio.ls 3.nd tribulations of
a homebuilder, as recounted by the builder himself. Each and every
one of these stories have been really great. ( 'Course each and every
one of these authors told me, " I can't write"). I would also call
attention to BUD CALLEY'S fine photography work.
Another ~hapter member, CHARLIE FREE~AN, has a beautiful RV-3 out
at Addison and we had hoped to get a good picture of it for our cover,
but we waited a little late. He has the engine out for overhaul so
we'll hRve to settle for that now, but when he's got it all back together Ne'll get some shots of it for you.
called me recently on his return from San Antonio to
t~ll ~~ 3bout J.H. SIMMONDS there (who works for SW~AqINGEN as a
C?siGnated Engineering Rep.) who has a high speed, all-metal, low
wing, tandem 2 place design.with conventional gear, called the
"Streaker", More on this later. He also has a 4 bolt conversion of
the Cessna 1 0. making it into a tail dragger. John also said JAMSS
SUMME~SET 512-349-6347) has a 180 hoss Pitts for sale for t21,500. (~o
other details available). He also has a disassembled 0-320-B2/.\ Lye
for sale for ~1700. No other details available on it either.
,JOW'. '."f~':/P:<:q

Just got Chapter J4's new newslettPr and I must congratulate them.
It's called +:he "Jkywriter" and is editi§d by GREG RC.3AR10. It looks
professionally 'lo;;e and their " Planemate of the Month" foto pages
feature pict,_;:.~es ).:' GEORG'E SIMS KR-1 t which recently flew. 'J'hey have
20 pages of well writt~n copy, reprints, tech notes, etc. It shows a
fine team effJr• ~~d I f2el nure their membership rolls in '79 will
increase gr?1tl~ ~ca result of the renewed effort in this direction.
'itJe have a bin; D:: te:ntial for EAA growth in the IV:etroplex and with the
dedicated effort of all of us we can make ~AA a ple~sant. rewarding
experience for~ lot more families. Keep up the good work over there,
G·E:-\JTS .
1

I have receiv~rl ~opies of letters that a considerable number of Ghapter
members havF written to the FAA, members of Congress, and the Senate,
to register thnir protests to this ill-conceived action by the FAA
hierarchy. 1 a~ ~lso really impressed with the tone and quality of the
letters that were sent. A great variety of original thought has been
expressed a::1d sc:~:e very powerful and persuasive arguments against the
proposal hav2 b~e~ ~xpressed. The tone of the letters was resoectful,
but there was no compromise with the position of the FAA in any area.
Very, very ~ood, gentlemen!
Now please. -t;i1,, :.'E-:st of you that have not written( whether you have paid
your dues O"' r10~·) we again urge you to sit clown rif'"bc...t now and write
your protest. ~y the time you get this, time will be dangerously
aho?·t and i~ we ion't send in an 8bsolute snowstorm of protesting
letters we':·,::-3..9_:·:na r:et beat (you may think that's an extreme position,
but the FAA tas never had this kind of opoortunity to really stifle
private aviatior bAfore and believe you me they'll play it to the hilt.
Hundreds. no th.:;,..1sands, c;f controllers are licking their chops in

anticipation of promotions to chiefs, ass't. chiefs, etc. and big
salary increases. In one fell stroke they'll be inside your cockpit,
giving you orders where, when, and how to fly your airplane. 'L' he
additional controller salaries will be on the order of $100 million,
so ,,.:;uess what that will cost every man, woman and child in the U.S.
each year. A. t least another tso per J'e,1r out of ;zo}lr nocket, chum,
whether you 8..q;ree or not. That figure ,i.oesn' t include all. the
electronic hardware that will be required, the complete ILS systems,
radar, stand-by power supplies, microwave facilities, etc~
If you sit back and whine. "Ah cain't write letters, I never wuz
any good at writin' letters", and wait for''George" to do it, private
flying is going down the drain------ and all because you wouldn't
write a letter and spend 15¢ for a stamp!
It doesn't have ~o be fancy. It would be nice to type it, sure,
but if you can't just write in your own hand (as legibly as possible
of course) and t?.11 •em that you oppose the NPRM, look over EAA's
material fer your reasons, then set forth your objections in your
own words. Tell 'em who you are, your pilot or professional ratings
or qualificatiors if you want to, and strongly urge against its 8.doption. Be polite and respectful. Don't call 'em S,O.B 1 s even if you
think so, If you have original thoughts in the objection area put
•em down. If(as a last resort) you can't even hack this much of a
le+ter, give one of the officers a call for ideas.

Above all DO'I 'T J;JS'!:' SIT THERE AND DO NOTHING ! We would appreciate
a copy of your letter or letters. This will allow us to give HQ an
accurate report of the degree and type of membership participation.
We're on the ver~~ of a tremendous new era in sport aviation-if ~te
climate remains favorable. We are also on the verge of a newDark Ages
Of Aviation if :V()U apathetically do nothing. We've got to remember we
are dealing with professional politicians. They are cunningly counting on you to do nothing---and they've got it made if you do. It
means lots of ~lc~s in their pockets if you let them win. Why else
would they Dot vr- 1nt a 60 day extension if they weren • t trying to
railroad it thru 0
If they truly wanted to research the flying public's opinion do~s11't it seem logical that they would keep the door
open on anyt~in~ as important as this issue?
0

So now .if yc,u. '.'FJ:t to help pay for a gigantic welfare program for air
traffic contrcll~~~. let dictatorial, stupid people walk off with your
personal fre0dom of the air and usurp your rights, all you've got to
do is lay down a~d play dead. Just do nothing. That's the easy way
and it requir~s no effort. no courage, no nothin', Just say to yourself,ttI don'7 wa~ta get involved with all that stuff. It's no skin offa
my nose." rv:aybi::: ·,F, '11 run into each other some Sunday afternoon out
at the Model ;\ i r:. la,1-:e Aerodrome and get to watch some new homebuil ts
fly. Don't wait to~ long as I hear the Feds will soon require transponders for model aircraft,
I don't know. Maybe we should just forget this private flying h~siness
and leave all flyirg: up to the airlines. the military, and executive

airplanes . 'Phen there would be 25 or 30 FAA employees per airplane flying instead of the present 9 per airplane. Sure would cut
down on nervous breakdowns among ATC personnel and there wouldn't
be so many taking early retirement at $40,000 a year like now.
Guess that's the sum total of my thought for the day. Anyway I'm
busy designing a crate to hold my T-18. I got a le tter from a friend
in Australia the other day and he said he'd like to buy my T-18 and
sin ce no one wanted to buy homebuilts anymore in the U,S.(after NPRM
was passed) that maybe he could go as high as $250 for mine. If
that deal falls thru I may buy up a bunch of "extinct " light planes
and put dummy motors in them and put them on a track and sell rides
for kiddies. The engines and props ? Oh . they' d ma ke dandy power
plants for airboats.
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CANADIAN RECORDS

A WORLD SPEED RECORD
BILL POMEROY SET A NEW WORLD SPEED RECORD IN THE
UNDER 500 kg. CLASS WITH HIS RV3, AND A LITTLE HELP
FROM HIS FRIENDS, ON JULY 9, 1976.

Bill Pomeroy had already committed
himself to a Skybol t, along with about
eight other builders, when one day he
read an article in a magazine about a
new aircraft from Oregon designed
by Ric hard Van Grunsven. Bill had
wanted to get into aerobatics, not
profession ally, but just for fun , and
here he was reading about an all
metal single seater with beauti ful
lines, fast, and capable of flying
aerobatics. The RV3 had everything
going for it in Bill Pomeroy's mind,
and his committment changed. He
ordered the plans, plus those parts,
cowling , wheel pants, canopy etc.
from Van Grunsven, and went out and
bought all the materials for the entire
plan.
Bill operates a fair sized boat works
on the Credit River in Norval, Ontario,
and he realized that bu ilding the RV
would find his business suffering a
touch , so he decided to construct his
aircraft as quickly as possib le.
He roped off a 20 x 20 foot area in
the shop, piled the materials in a
corner, and set to work in the middle
of January 1973. He would close up
the boat works at around 8 or 9 at
night, then set to work on the RV3.
Things moved very fast, and by the
end of February, both wings were
completed and Bill fell into the old
trap of the homebuilder. He was
beginning to th ink that he would be
fl ying that sum me r!
Prior to starting the RV3, he had
been a half partner in a Stampe,
which had been rebuilt in England
and shipped over. At that time it was
the only Stam pe in Canada. But if he
was going to roll his own, the Stampe
had to go. So with a wrench of the
heart, Bill sold hi s half. With nothin g
to fly, he pushed ahead with the RV3.
However, the fuselage construction
wa s a different story. He decided to
build a jig co nsisting of a 4 x 4
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mounted at each end so the entire
fuselage cou ld be rotated for working
on it. There was obviously much
mo re work i nvolv ed in the
construction of the fuselage than Bill
had anticipated, and things began to
go a little slower.
It took almost a year to complete.
The engine, a Lycoming 150 hp was
bought in the States. It had only
about 400 hours on it, but it had been
in an accident, and the cran kshaft
was bent about .004 inches, which
was within accepta ble limits. The
engine was brought to Toronto for
rebuil ding and Bill decided to have
heavy valves the high compression
pistons put in, bringing the
horsepower up to 160. At this point, it
was decided to fit a constant speed
prop so the old crank was replaced
with a new, hollow crankshaft.
Last year the engine was conve rted
to a fuel injection system , with the
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engine in the aircraft. A jig was
devised and the new holes bored. T he
whole injection system was installed
one Sunday.
The prototype RV3 had been fitted
wi th a 125 hp engine, and the
designer advised Pomeroy that he
would not get much more speed, but
that the climb woul d certainly be
and improvement over the published
figures. True, the RV3 can cruise at
180 mph at 2400 rpm, but take-off and
climb are just what the doctor
ordered . With the prop in full fine
pitch, the RV3 will climb at a hot 2400
fpm.
The proj ect was finally completed
in the spring of 1975, and boat
building experience demanded the
best possible finish on the aircraft, as
well as a family crest on the ve rtical
tail. (The Pomeroys go back to
Norman times in England).
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The plane ended up weighing 781
pounds empty, a bit heavier than the
prototype of 720 pounds, but Bill says
it handles beautifully, is comfortable,
and ideal for flying aerobatics.
Bill Pomeroy started flying at the
Brampton Flying Club in 1947, but
getting married and raising a family
necessitated a break in flying for a
few years. He got his licence in 1963,
bought a Cub and has continued to
fly consistently since.
Over the yea rs the Brampton Flying
Club had been running yearly
airshows, and Don Fisher, who had
been associated with the Club and
the FAI, suggested to Pomeroy that
the RV3 might be capable to making a
try at the world speed record for the
under 500 kg class. The record at that
time stood at 172 mph over a
measured three kilometer course.
As part of the 1976 Airshow, Bill
decided to take a shot at establishing
a new record. A surveyor was called
out to measure the course, and this
had to be certified by the FAI
representative in Canada - The Royal
Can adian Flying Clubs Association.
A spo rting licence was obtained for
the occasion from the FAI, and a
bond was posted to secure the event.
Bill elected to do six passes through
the course, of which any four in
sequence could be selected as the
best.

The regulations are quite strict on
the course. There is a 1 kilometer
entrance and exit area with a 1650
foot above ground ceiling in these
entrances. The course has to be
flown at 300 feet or less above
ground , and to make sure all this is
within the rules, a barograph has to
be carried on board during the flight.
Two stakes were driven into the
ground at each end of the 3 km
course, and the entrance and exits
eye-balled by observers. Electronic
timers were borrowed from Bulova
and these were triggered by the
obse rvers at each en d. Practice
sessions the previ ous day gave
everyone a chance to brush up on
their techniques.
Weighing scales were borrowed
from the d eHaviland Aircra ft
Corporation, and the aircraft w as
weighed the night before, prior to
being hangared and sealed up until
the next day. Bill had carefully
inspected the aircraft the night
before , just to make sure everything
was in first class shape, but as is the
way of gremlins and their friends,
they just had to make their
appearance ....
Five minutes before the flight was
to start, Bill was talking to some
friends on the sidelines and
happened to glance over at the plane.
There it was - a crack in the spinner.

The cutouts on the spinner are quite
large, to accommodate the weights
on the constant speed prop.
Somehow a crack had appeared,
leaving one edge of a cutout hanging
on by an eighth of an inch. There was
nothing to be done, so Bill climbed in
and took off.
His tactic was to fly the 3 km
course, and as soon as he crossed the
end marker - a large red flag - he
would pull the stick back, keeping an
eye on the altimeter as it wound
around furiously, make his turn, hit
the 1650 toot ceiling and start
downhill, building up speed before
entering the gate again.
Unfortunately that day there was
a bit of a cross wind, and it was very
hot and humid. Bill regrets not flying
in the morning. As he was flying
through the course he would keep on
the downhill to take advantage of
every bit of speed, and would cross
the last marker about 100 feet off the
ground, with the throttle to the
firewall.
Everything was going fine, except
on the fifth pass the timer missed an
entrance, so that one didn't count.
Then on the sixth pass, while going
through the course, BANG the
spinner let go. The aircraft shook so
hard Bill thought the engine was
coming off. Fortunately, the edge of
the spinner just bent back and didn't
break off.
So a new world speed record was
established that day by Bill Pomeroy
in his RV3 . Speed - 198.44 mph - just
short of the 200 mph mark. As Bill
tells it, there were a lot of people
involved in making the record
possible, from the complex
arrangements of making it an official
record to all the people on the ground
necessary to make it happen. Bill
says, "All I had to do was fly the
plane". All the information and
documentation from the flight,
including timings, barograph traces,
etc. were put into form by Bob
Clipsham, and sent off to the FAI.
Last year Bill was invited to Italy to
receive the Louis Bleriot Award. He
received the Pilot of the Year Award
from EAA Canada, Best RV3 at
Oshkosh fo r two consecutive years,
and Best Canadian Homebuilt in
1975.
The RV3 is hangared at Brampton
and Sundays find Bill Pomeroy taking
off for what he calls 'wind down'. He
will fly for an hour or maybe two, "just
rolling around until I get sick of it,
then I go home feeling good."

Bill Pomeroy in his record setting RV3. The finish is like
glass with all rivet heads filled . The aircraft took just over a
year and a half to complete.
Photos: Peter Jones
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IMHRNITIONAL

A WORKOUT WIT
by Dale Hurst

Shee

Fortunately, writing about air•
craft sheet metal work is a lot harder
than actually doing a job.
Many young mechanics are scared
to death to tackle a sheet metal
repair of any size. This could be due
to the complex appearance of a
damaged sheet metal surface which
is beyond their abilities. RIGHT?
WRONG! Any sheet metal repair is
just a series of small uncomplicated
jobs linked together in a logical sequence.
After twenty-two years of bent
airplanes, the most important thing
I 've learned has been how to cost account a repair. There's nothing to it!
Cost accounting is always the first
thing to be performed. How many
times has something been repaired,
and afterwards it's realized that a
new part could have been bought
cheaper? It happens to all of us more
times than we want to admit.
First decide whether it is more
economical to repair or replace the
structure. For instance, if 25% for
parts i.s allowed, a $285.00 aileron
must be repaired and ready to install
in twelve hours to equal the replacement profit and customer cost. If
the damage is extensive, the repair
cost can then become astronomical.
The customer won't stand for out-ofsight repair costs. If he does, the
usual case is that his bad mouth will
cause irreversible damage to your
reputation.
Let us suppose that either the
customer doesn't want to wait 90
days for the factory to ship a new
aileron, or it is an item that is no
longer in production. After receiving
the customer's O.K. for performing
the repair, it is then time to get moving.
To begin, determine the amount of
repairs necessary by removing and
examining the damaged parts - in
this case, an aileron. Pay close atten-

Figure 1 This is the simplest, most accurate control surface jig one can make.

tion to the rivet lines on the spars add an inch and trim the part once it
and butt ribs. Many times they will is fitted. No sweat! The little strip of
start to shear. They may have only metal wasted is worth a lot less than
moved 8- to IO-thousandths which is the time that would be spent fussing
hardly noticeable, but t heir strength with it.
is gone. For proper control action,
Have trouble getting the cutting
the hinge line must be in perfect
alignment. If it isn't, an excellent jig Figure 2 Line up the cutting line on the
(Figure 1) can be made out of angle shear by nicking both edges of the mark.
iron using the undamaged part from
the other side to provide proper
measurement. By bolting the jig
together rather than welding it,
there won't be a need to worry about
warpage. A flat table top and a
straight 2 X 4 will take care of the
rest.
One thing I've noticed with most
mechanics is that they are afraid to
cut a sheet of metal. They will
measure the part, look at the metal,
look at their ruler, measure it again
- fooling around for five minutes
before getting around to the act ual
cutting. Careful workmanship you
say? BALONEY/ The fear of not being able to correct a mistake creates
this tendency to hesitate.
Measure it, mark it, and cut it!!
The marks on the ruler won't change
no matter how long you stare at
them. Worried about the fit? Just

14
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line straight in the shear? Use the
commercial sheet metal man's trick.
Nick both ends of the line with some
snips, shove the line past the blade,
pull back until the nicks catch on the
back side of the blade, and cut.
(Figure 2) Fast , easy, doesn't even
have to be looked at.
If new ribs are available, it is
generally better to use them rather
than fabricate your own. To equal
the factory cost of a new $5.00 rib,
you. must be able to fabricate one in
less than 17 minutes.
When time is of the essence and a
rib isn't available, there is a fast and
accurate way I have found to
measure them and make a layout.
(Figure 3)
Take an undamaged rib and turn
it upside down on a piece of flat
scrap metal. Using a sharp pencil
follow its outline closely. This provides something decent for measurements. Add the flange width lines
and cut it to shape, using relief holes
where needed.
Adjust t he brake to the correct
radius using a galvanized shoe over
the nose piece if necessary, (Figure
4) and maka the appropriate folds.
Surprise, surprise, it doesn't fjt.
That's alright, because it's only a
sample to determine bend allowance.
Sure, you remember bend allow-
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Figure 3 If a rib is drawn out it is easy to measure.

ance?l It's that thing you missed on
the general exam and never could
figure out. Now that there is something to measure, it's easy to be
right on t he money.
Measure t he flat of the rib - too
long, right? This excess length is to
be subracted from the total dimension. Do the same thing with the
other end and then measure the
flange height. Add or subtract from
your layout as necessary to get the
finished height and it will fit perfectly. This layout and rib construction
can be done in the 10 minutes that it
would take to mathematically figure
out the bend allowance alone.
If there isn't a good rib, fake it.
Make a sample as it will be faster to
use than trying to make a finished
product the first time.
The same system works perfectly
when forming splice channels. Use a
small piece of scrap for a sample
layout, 6 inches or so. After the bend
allowance has been added or subtracted, form another piece of scrap
to double check the measurements
before forming.
When all parts are formed and laid
out, deco the whole ball game together in the jig (Figure 1). It should
fit and lay flat. Don't lift the trailing
edge to drive hard rivets because
clecos don't hold tight enough to
maintain alignment and.a warp will
be built in that won't be acceptable.

Driving rivets has a lot of
DON'TS and very few DO 'S. DO use
the proper set and DO use the proper length rivet. One word here, in
the 10 minutes it takes to cut 100
rivets with a rivet cutter, a thousand
could have been bought. DON'T
drive rivets without regulating the
air pressure. Too much pressure will
cause a dimple around the rivet. Not
enough pressure increases the driving time, therefore work hardening
the rivet. If your air hammer doesn't
have a built-in regulator, use an external regulator. DON'T try to control air pressure by working the trigger - it isn't consistent. DON'T
start in one corner and drive all the
way across as the metal will stretch
just enough to create an oil can. Instead, start in the center and work in
both directions driving every 4th or
5th rivet until the structure's shape
is set. Then it can be lifted up to
reach those remaining.
To close up the bottom side, clamp
the surface down on a flat table, and
fit the bottom skin with clecos. If it
is closed with hard rivets, use the
same procedure as for the top. Drive
every 4th or 5th rivet down the spar
to keep from building in a wrinkle,
then work toward the trailing edge,
one spanwise row at a time.
If the surface is closed with blind
rivets, things will be a lot easier. Use
the locked spindle type of blind
15
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Sheet Metal....

Figure 4 Sometimes a shoe is necessary to get the correct radius.

rivets, such as Cherry-loc or
Olympic-loc, pulling them with an
air tool.
Let me take time out here to expound on the virtues of air pulling
tools and their work saving abilities
with sheet metal.
Most employers won 't buy air
pulling tools because they think the
cost is out-of-sight. If that's the
case, then lay this number on them.
The average price of a standard
Cherry rivet is 27 cents. By the time
it is pulled with the stem being trimmed and filed off, about 1 ½ minutes
of labor, worth approximately 29
cents, has been spent, bringing the
total rivet value to 55 cents.
The average cost of a locking stem
rivet is about 40 cents. Installation
time is 15 seconds, which translates

into 4½ cents, making a grand total
of 44½ cents per rivet.
On the other hand, with the efficient use of air tools, there is a
$55.00 per thousand savings. Plus,
the additional 21 minutes saved
could be directed towards other
billable operations for an increase of
$6.30, making the air tools cheaper
to use by $61.30 per thousand. On
that note, I '11 rest my case.
Back to applications. If a radius
for a lead.mg edge must be formed
and there aren't a set of rolls with
which to do so, here is another little
goodie that works. Let us say the
radius is 2 inches. Obtain a good
straight piece of 2 Xl2 lumber, a little longer than the part needs to be.
Nail a couple of equal length 2 X 4 's
onto one side of the 2 X 12. Space

unch and die for forming leading edges is constructed from lumber

them a little further than 2 inches
apart. Line this wooden cham1el
with cardboard. Now, find a piece of
steel pipe or bar stock with a 2 inch
diameter to use as a punch. Lay the
sheet metal over the wooden channel
with the punch on top. Driving the
punch down forms a neat uniform
radius with very little tooling expense. (Figure 5)
Flat sheet layouts are simple when
enough of the old part is left to act
as a pattern. However, even though
there isn't a pattern, the holes
around the edges are easy to find
with a standard hole finder. But
what about the holes in the middle
of the panel? No problem using a 3 •
hole finder. Lay two strips of 1" X 3 •
sheet metal together and put two
rivets in one end. Drill and countersink the other end to accept an
AN426AD short rivet. That acts as
a pilot pin. Glue the rivet in place,
and "wallah", you have a 3 • long
hole finder which can have the job
finished before anyone could get
halfway through with a layout for
rivet holes.
Most maintenance manuals have
examples of factory approved repair
procedures for structural as well as
skin repairs. AC 43.13 has typical
examples pictured that are seldom
referred to, but if one thumbs
through the pages before starting a
big project, valuable time would be
conserved. Besides, they are all approved, or did· you forget about the
337?
If I seem to have dwelled on cost
and speed, it is because the best way
I know to become a highly paid
mechanic in the shop is to produce
the most income for the company.
Also, an individual's value is enhanced as new skills are gained.
No mysteries exist in sheet metal
work - it is just like any other
mechanical material. Relax, think
things through logically, and it will
do anything you tell it to do.
In departing, remember - when
the new kid in the shop starts to do
something dumb that it wasn't too
long ago since you were in his place
- and look how you turned out'.
, \ \ I \ TIO', 'If'
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BUCKING BARS ARE USU,UJ:,Y FABRICATED USING COLD-ROLL (1025} OR CHROME-

,Pc,rallel
fosheef

MOLYBDENUM (4130) STEEL BECAUSE IT IS MOST READILY AVAILAI\LE 'l''O THE
AIRCRAE'r INDUSTRY. COLD ROLLED STEEL IS IDEAL FOR Tffi; CUSTOM BUILDF.R/
RESTORER OF AIRCRAFT .AS IT IS EASILY FOUND IN MOfil' LOCAL STEEL SALVAGE
YARll3. CASE HARDENING OF {1025) HELPS TO INGRF.ASE BAR LONGEVITY! WHICH
MAY BE LOST
WHEN TRE UNIT IS RECONDITIONED. CHROME MOLY STEEL BARS
ARE IDEAL AS THEY 'liJJ..L P,.,"'1,(AIN USEflJLE INDEFINITELY. ALMOST ANY TYPE
OF STEEL MAY BE USED IN YOlJR FABRICATION OF A BA.R FOR USE IN BUCKING
ALUMINUM RifflS. TYPICAL £'AR CONF!aURATIONS ARE SHOWN IN THE ILLUSTRATIONS. RF.ADY TO USE BiRS IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES AND \lfEIGHrS ARE AVAILABLE FROM llOST AIRCR.!h"'T SUPPL'f ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS~ AIR WORLD, P.O.
BOX 160, NE# HYDE PARK, L.L, NEW YORK 11040 AND U.S. INDUSTRIAL TOOL &
SUPPLY CO., l3Ji' c· '.'. :· ;lli•<', D~FROD: P{':CHIGAN 48223, F':!E.E CATALOGS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUE:'L BUCKING IB,R Gl1.RE: BAR FACE:: 3HOULD BE KEPT SMOOTH
AND FLAT. ALL FACE NIGKS AND BURS SHOULD BE REMOVhlJ PRIOR TO USE. 00
NOT USE BA.R J..S A HAMM.ER. A E'ILE MAY BE USED FOR LIGm' RESURFACING. IN
USE THE FILE MUST BE KEPT GLEAN TO .PREVEN'r SCRATCHING OF Ili,,OCK, FINISH
THE FILED SURFACE rH'.l'H llEDimi-lHtADE EilERY CLOTH WRAPPED AROUND THE FILE
OR BY DRAWFILING. BE SUP.E vrsr, USED IN HOLDING BAR DURING RESURFACING
HAS PROTB~IVE JAW GUARDS. A COARSE fflERY DISK SANDE..R WITH TABLE SEr AT
RIGHT ANGLES TO DISK MAY BE USED ·ro REMOVE DEEP NICKS. ABRASIVE MARKS
RESULTING FOOM THIS SMOO'J:HING OPERATION, IF NOT TOO DEEP, ARE HELPFUL IN
BUCKING AND SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED. THEY' ELININATE THE TENDANCY' OF THE
BA.R TO SLIDE AROUND ON THE SHANK OF THE RIVR!'. RfflOVE ALL BURRS AND
SHARP CORNERS TO P'.U:VEI\T CUTTING OF YOUR HAN I6 OR MARKING OF SURROUNDING
STRU~URE. BUCKING E}_R USE: SELECT A BAR BY WEIGlf1' AND SHAPE. FOR
3/32 D. ALUMINUM RI'lRi:'3 - 2- 3#, 1/8, 3-4#, 5/32, 3.,4. 5# &: 3/16, 4-5#.
FABRICATE SPECIAL SH:A.PED BA.RS FOR BUCKING OF RIVE.rS IN CONFINED AREAS.
HOLD BA.R AT RIGH.!' ANGLES TO THE RIVEI' SHANK. FAILURE OF BA.R TO VIBRATE
AT GUN-SE.r SPEED CAN CAUSE RIVEI' AND MATERIAL TO SINK INTO A DEPRESSION.
THIS CONDITION RESULTS l!'RO!l UNOOORDINATED BUCKING. TOO LIGffr OR TOO
HEAVY· BUCKING BARS MAY ALSO CAUSE CONDITION. DEPRESSIONS ~:t ALSO BE
CAUSED BY THE BUCl<ER BEING LATE, OR THE GUNNER BEING TOO ANXIOUS TO BEGIN. THE BA.R SHOULD MOVE BACK AND FORTH AT THE SAME SPEED AS THE GUN
RIVE!' SEr. BOTH GUN SEr AND BAR VIBRA:l'ING IN UNISON. OOORDINATED AND
UNCOORDINATED BUCKING ARE sHmrn IN THE ILLUSTRATION. FLA.RING AND FLASHING OF UPSEr HEAD ARE CAUSED BY LACK OF VIBRATING ACTION, USE OF TOO
HEAVY BAR, OR EXCESS SIDE MOTION OF BAR. DO NOT BE&R :OO'lfN HEAVILY ON
THE SHANK. LEr WEIGHT OF BAR ro MOST OF THE WORK. YOUR HANll3 KEREii!'
GUIDE BA.R AND SUPPLY NECESSARY TENSION AND REBOUND ACTION. USE OF PART
OF HAND ON SHEET WILL A~ AS A STEADYING ACTION. THE BLOCK .MUST MOVE
BACK AND FORTH IN A STRAIGHT LINE; AND NOT SLIDE AROUND ON THE SHANK END.
TO CORRE~ A RIVEI' SHANK GOING "CLUB HEAD" THE BAR IS RAPIJLY MOVED
ACROSS THE HEAD WHEN THE GUN IS IN OPERATION. REMfflBER - AWUST AIR
RIDULATOR WHICH CON.I'ROIS THE HITTING POWER OF THE Riffl GUN Bl' HOLDING
THE RIVE? SEr AGAINST A BLOCK OF WOOD WHILE PULLING THE '?RIGGER WHICH
CONI'ROLS THE OPERATING TIME. TIME THE GUN TO FORM: HEAD IN ONE "BURST"
IF POSSIBLE
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FIG,

1

SHOWS BO'fTLE BAR DRILLED TO ACCEPT HAND OR STANJ.'\RD
,401 DIAMB1'ER RIVE".I: SEI' SHANK.

FIG. 7 · BOTTLE BAR
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS' AND GIRCill,IBTANCES AIRCRAFI' RIVEI'ING MUST BE :OONE
Bl' HAND. HAND RIVETING IS SIMPLY UPSEI'TING THE SHANK END OF THE RIVET
WITH A HAND SET AND HAMMER W!ET,E BUCK:!:NG THE MANUFACTURED HEAD WITH A
HAND SE1' AND BUCKING BAR (FIG. 1), THE UPSEr HF.AD SHOULD BE FORMED ON
THE STRUCTURAL SIDE WHEREVER POSSIBLE.
FIG. l · TYPICAL FLAT HAND SET OPERATION

FLAT-HEAD AND COUNTERSUNK RIV~S
IF THE PARTS ARE S!11.LL AND FLAT HEAD RIVETS ARE TO BE DRIVEN, THEY MAY BE
PLACED ON A BENCH PLATE WITH MANUFACTURED HEAI.6 JXJWN ( FIG. 2a). WHEN THE
HAND OPERATION IS TO BE OONE OH THE AIRPLANE STRUCTURE, A FLAT BUCKING
BAR IS USED TO BUCK '!-IIE IIANUFAG'rURED HEAD ( FIG. 2b). NEVER DRIVE THE
MANUFACTURED HEAD WITH THE BUCK-UP TOOL.
OVAL-HEAD RIVETS

I

/

Munumclured head

<a)

,
Manuli:tcfured head, countersunk

{b)

FIG. 2. HAND OPERATIONS ON (a) BENCH
PLATE, (b) CURVED SECTION

Baffle

bar

FIG. 3 • OVAL-HEAD HAND OPERATIONS ON
A CURVED SECTION

WHEN THE MANUFACTURED HEAD IS OVAL,,SHA.PED, A STRAIGHT HAND SEr AND BUCKUP TOOL OR A HAND-,S"E.T ADAPTER. A.IiD CUPPED DOLLY MAY BE USED, EITHER BY
PLACING THE SEr IN A VISE OR BY BUCKING IT UP WITH A HEAVY BUCKING BAR OR
BOTTLE BAR (FIG. 3). FIGURE 4 SHOWS BUCK-UP SR!? IN A VISE WITH A HELPER
HOLDING THE PARTS TO BE RIVEI'ED. THE RIVEr IS IN PLACE WITH .MANUFACTURED
HEAD IN LOWER SE1'. MATERIAL IS ffELD F'IR!lLY AT RIGHT ANGLES TO SEr.
SLIGHT PRl!SSURE IS EX.ERTED DOWMiARD TO PREVENT PARTS FROll OOUNCING OFF
THE SET AND TO KEEP THE MA.NUFACTURED HEAD TIGH'l.' AGAINST THE SHEEr.
LIGHTLY TAP THE MATERIAL ON EACH SIDE OF THE RIVEr TO DRAW UP MANUFACTURED HEAD AND TO ELIMINATE ANY SffEEl: GAP (FIG. 5), THIS TECHNIQUE ELIMINATES USE OF A DRAW TOOL BUT CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT CUTTING MATERIAL AROUND RIVE1' SHANK UTH TCOL EOOE IF IT IS TILTED. WITH FLAT HAND
SEr ON THE RIVFJ.r SHANK AT RIGH'J: ANGLES TO SHEE.r, STRIKE THE SEr ONE OR
TWO BLOWS TO START THE HEADING PR.OCE:>S, REPEAT DRAWING OPERATION ONLY
IF NECESSARY. IMMEDIATELY AFTER STRIKING THE HAND SFJ.r, IT SHOULD BE
PULLED UPWARD A.WAY FROM 'I'HE RIVET SHANK TO PREVENT MARKING OR "PULLING"
THE HEAD TO ONE SIDE BY 'l'HE REBOUND. IF THE SHANK SHOWS SIGNS OF BENDING
TO ONE SIDE, IT MAY BE FULLED BACK BY RAPIDLY DRAWING THE SEr IN THE
CORRECTIVE DIRECTION SIMULTANEOUSLY. WITH THE IMPACT OF THE HAMMER (FIG.6)
THE REMAINDER OF THE RIVET SHANK MAY BE FORMED WITH ONE OR TWO AiJDITIONAL
BLOWS. A BALL PEEN HAID.l:ER WHOSE WEIGHT IS 12 TO 16 OUNCES WORKS FINE ON
3/32 AND 1/8 DIAMETER AD ALUMINUM RIVEI'S, SWING HAMMER TO OBTAIN BLOWS
SDIILAR TO TF.AT OF DRIVING A NAIL IN WOOD. DRIVE SHANK TO OBTAIN THE
ACCEPTABLE 1/2 DIAMETER RIVE1' SHAN'!{ HEIGHT AND 1-1/2 O.D. HFAD.
Move in !his d,Ntclion,
on impact urr/17

Shiffinq hcmd

.set causes clubhe

(l,j

FIG. 4 • HANO RIVETING IN A VISE

FIG. 5 · "DRAWING UP" WIT!-! A FLAT
HAND SET

FIG. 6 • MAND-SET OPERATIONS: (a) RESULT
OF SHIFTING HAtlD SET (b) CORRECTING
AN OFF-CENTER (CLUB-HEAD) RIVET
\!/!TH A FLAT HAND SET
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RIVET DASH NUMBER

-3

-4

-s

I

1/16131321 ti8 JS132

RIVET DIAMETER

-8

-6

I

3/16

-10

1/4

I

.08

I . 12 I

16

I

.20

D

A

5: 16
A - TOTAL RIVET LENGTH

. 24

. 33

X ~
_. .
y

C - AMOUNT OF RIVET LENGTH NEEDED FOR

.41

PROPER SHOP HEAD (l ½ X RIVET DIA)
D - INSTALLED RIVETS

Di.anu/er Jn lmhes

l.e11g1h*
of Rir-et
111 Inches

/ 32
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Determining Length of Rivet

L

Grip

M•x
Gri/1

0

0

.031

0
.055
.117
.180
.242
.305
.367
.430

0
0
.016
.078
.I-ii
.203

0
0
0
0
.062
.125

.266
.328
.391
.453
.516
.578
.641

.1811

Grip

1/,6

½

-8

o/,.

-9

%

-10
-11
-12

¼

o/io
%

1 ~~ 8

0
.070
.133
.195
.253
.305
.353

muu,

.0')4

.156
.219
.281
.344

.398
.4H

.406
.4(,4

.49<)

.516
.564
.606

Mod.
Brazier-fle11d

AN441AD5

.492

.550
.542
_(,()l
.604
-13
13~ 6
.650
.644
.665
-14
.698
.69Z
.6115
.725
-15
I~~ 6
.746
.730
.731
.788
-16
When the grip length falls between those given in the tables, select the longer rivet.
If rivet of proper length is not available, cut off longer rivet to exact length, not grip, required.
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'/4

AN441-DD8
Flalh"'1d

Grip

AN441AD3
Flathead
Max

-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7

:_!,;,,

Grip

In Jnd,es

Brazier-llt:dd
AN442AD4
Flathead
Max

:y,.

32

Flathead
Max

Atod.
Bruzjer-llead

\Is

/

Mod.
Bra2ier-Head
AN441AD6
Fl.uhead
Max

/)ash No.
For Kit•el

r.

TYPES

B

C

E

D

STANDARD

(A) AN426AD SAME AS MS-20426AD 100 DEG. CSK
CURRENT EXTERNAL SKIN RIVET

HOLES FOR RIVETS.

(B) AN430AD ROUND HEAD INTERIOR STRUCTURAL RIVET

-.-:.::..

CORRECT RIVET LENGTHS FOR RAISED HEAD RIVETS
3

HEAD

~ur~'~
~1---

TT

LL

B - GRIP LENGTH

RECOMMENDED EXTENSION

~.~
RI VET

;a~

Recommended Shank Extension Lengths For Determining Proper
Rivet Length of Solid Rivets

·-;::'"

(C) AN442AD FLAT HEAD INTERIOR STRUCTURAL RIVET

_J_

(D) AN455AD & AN456AD BRAZIER HEAD RIVET FOUND
ON ANTIQUE & CLASSIC AIRCRAFT

-+j.=.j.

Rivet
Drill Decimal
Diameter Size
Equi"
'Y:,, No. 40 .098
No. 30 .1285
¼
%, No. 21 _159
=}) fj
No. 11 _191

(E) AN470AD SAME AS MS-20470AD UNIVERSAL HEAD
CURRENT EXTERNAL SKIN RIVET

Methods of measuring solid~
shank rivets.

AD IN PART NUMBER INDICATES A MATERIAL WHICH CAN
BE DRIVEN AS RECEIVED. A DIMPLE IN CENTER OF
HEAD IDENTIFIES THIS MATERIAL
0

)>

SAME AS AN426AD 4-5

f-,

LENGTH IN

.250
.312
.375

11

.438
.500
.562
.625
.688

Approx.

Diameter

Weight
(In Pounds)

\ \00-F ALUMINUM ALLOY
2017~T4 ALUMINUM ALLOY
2117-T4 ALUMl"IUM ALLOY
2024-T4 ALUMINUM ALLOY
5056-H32 ALUMINUM ALLOY

00
8

3/32

2 to 3

1/8

3 to 4

5/32
..__ _ _ _ _ _--I
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V,
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1NCREMENTS

(In Inches)
A
O
AO

l;:;
nI

Bucking Bar Weights

1/ is' INCREMENTS
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3/16
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V,

Grip

'/4
AN426AD8

AN426AD5

100°
C'1,unk

,oo•

10/1°

/000

Max

100°
Cumk
Max

C'sunk
Max

Csu'1k
Max

C.umle
Max

Grip

Grip

Grip

Grip

Grip

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

()

0

.063

~,; 6

0
.047

%

-<)

.lll

.024
.086
.149

0

-5

.!02
.164

+;ij

-·2
c-~3

'/4

-4

. ll5
.188

"71

.110
.172

-l

~...jl

*
**

.274
.32l
.367

)>

I
RIVET

DASH

RIVF f
DIA.

NO.

SU

--~-j

r----

~tf ~
,.err

-r

.

HEAD HEIGHT

1 16

I
I

H 1

H,:

l

........

t

'iOr

-~--;~

0

-2

COCKED HE.AD

HE.AO DIAMETER
H

M!N!MUM

MIN.

j_(@L
D

()

T --

0

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

.040

.025

114

.084

.025

.040

.069

1

H

2

MAX.

-3

3/32

.06 l

.038

160

. 125

.038

.06 \

. 103

1 '8

.081

.044

.205

. 167

044

.061

. 138

-5

5 '32

. 10 1

.057

.260

. 208

.057

10 1

172

-5

3/ 16

. 122

.070

. 310

.250

,070

.122

.206

:

X

MINIMUM DIAMETER X TO
WHICH CRACKS
MAY EXTEND

-4

-6

1-' 4

. 144

.097

.405

.333

.097

. 144

.275

-10

5

. 1B0

125

510

.417

125

160

.344

-12

3 8

.216

150

.605

.500

150

.216

.4\3

16

5
"'
Cll

Inspection Dimensions For Driven Solid Rivet Heads

0
.031

.094
.211
.250
.157
.274
.235
.313
.219
.297
.336
.375
-9
,~ 6
.361)
.28!
.399
.433
.411
--IO
%
.344
.422
.461
.485
.459
11;,.,
-II
.407
.485
.519
.533
.5il
-12
%
.469
.547
.571
.575
1 3/
573
--13
, 16
.531
.610
.619
.613
.6,4
-14
.594
.667
.661
.654
15/
.694
-15
.657
.7 I 5
.699
.700
.757
-16
l
"\X'hen the grip length falls between those given in the tables, select the long["r rivet.
For drilling countersunk holes, the rivet length given in column 1 shall be used. Grip''- total material thickness
H rivet of proper length is not avallahlc, cut off longer rivet to t•x11Ct length, not grip, required.
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CORRECT RIVET LENGTHS FOR COUNTERSUNK RIVETS*
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SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT
9007 SAN BEN ITO

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.

214/327-4324

TELEPHONE 214 288-8777

Just Call:
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635

M. J. KRUGER
817 /533-2307
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660

CLARENCEJ.McDONALD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE

AIR LAW AND GENERAL LAW

1100 LAKESHORE OR.

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS

.

MESQUITE, TEXAS 7!5149

R. W. MORT

~

REGISTERED CONSULTING ENGINEER

SEATON & SEATON
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION

ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE FOR
THE AIRCRAFT CUSTOM BUILDER
324 HILLVIEW DRIVE
HURST, TEXAS 76053

817-282-6940

ATTENTION: ANTIQUERS & HOMEBUILDERS

SHARON R. SEATON. CFI
NORMAN N SEATON. CFI

214-270-3791

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

!! !

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

PAUL CAMP

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

SUPPLIERS TO GENERAL AVIATION
CUSTOM/RESTORER AIRCRAFTSMEN

IAIRPLANE KITSI
SPRUCE

WRDED
ASSEMBLIES

GEM SUPPLY
AN HARDWARE, FITTINGS, HOSE, TOOLS,
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
FAST DELIVERY ON NON-STOCK ITEMS
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TX. 75235

AIIICRAFT PLYWOOD

HARDWARE

A1'HA AvIA110N SU,,1, Co.

PHONE 214-350-7066

~ P. 0. BOX641 •GREENVILLE. TEXAS 75401
214-455-3593
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